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Learn the Art of Storytelling
A rare, enjoyable and informative opportunity!
Dan Ruminski, well known Cleveland storyteller and author is taking time off of his busy
schedule to offer to the public a chance to learn about the art of storytelling. Dan, who has
appeared on radio and television and has been written about in both newspaper and magazine
articles has perfected very teachable moments.

How is a story created? What are the components that go into a story? How can a story be
used to communicate, influence and convince? Dan will explain the importance of delivery,
body language, voice cadence, hand gestures when delivering a story orally. Winning over an
audience, keeping audience interest and giving the audience a teachable moment. Create a
story which leaves the folks with food for thought.

The Cleveland Storyteller is offering
three - 11/2 hour sessions

May 7, 14 & 21, 2019
Sara's Place Restaurant
1501 Chagrin River Rd., Gates Mills, OH 44040

2:00 - 3:30 p.m.
A generous snack with beverage is included

and supplied by Sara's
Cost: $175.00 for three sessions
To make reservations call Mary at 440-478-9111

"I believe more then ever that
the ability to communicate in
part through storytelling
is a key to effective and
meaningful communication."

This offer will.fill up quickly. Limited to the first 15 people to reserve a spot.

Dan Ruminski
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Storytelling - The Vehicle to Success
Dan Ruminski, The Cleveland Storyteller, well known author and speaker, now wants to share his knowledge to
benefit your children and their future careers.

Dan is now offering an opportunity to teach the younger generation about the great vehicle
to success - storytelling. The goal is to teach students and past students better and more
efficient communication skills by understanding the art of storytelling.
The ability to communicate with others is
more that just verbal. It requires organization of thoughts, proper presentation,
understanding of speech cadence, hand
gestures, posture, and the value of the
pause. All these attributes go into the
art of storytelling and effective communication. Learning these skills will also
carry over to create more efficient writing
skills, performance skills, build confidence and so much more..
In an age where face -to-face communication has
seriously eroded, it is time to give your student the
edge through Dan's unique approach.
For individual and group rates, please contact: Dan via phone (440) 3 76-6486 or email: dan@develandstoryteller.com.

Additional info rmation about the Storyteller can be found on Dan's website

www.clevelandstoryteller.com
All is available for both students and those who want to advance their careers
and build their own story.

"It always occurred to me that if one could communicate effectively and
persuasively, one could always make a good living."

Dan Ruminski, 71•e Cleveland Storyteller

